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Task List 

Initial Tasks: 

1. Meet with client (via web conferencing/ phone?) 

-discuss with client to prioritize their specifications, understand budget, and time /  

resource constraints 

-schedule times for meetings and times best for scheduled/ spontaneous meetings (taking  

time-zone differences into consideration) 

 

2. Ensure our company has the proper resources for the project (cloud for back-up, web 

conferencing, etc.) 

 

3. Meet with the Dev Team  

- discuss timeline and project plan 

- schedule once a week meetings for check-ups 

- establish a messaging system with the Dev Team Lead 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Design Tasks: 

Things to be kept in mind throughout the project:  

- maintain color-scheme 

- always save work to back-up cloud 

- maintain tight communication within the team/ with PM 

- SEO ranking with keywords/tags 

 

1. Quick Fixes  

- change title of the web page (New Page 1) 

-eliminate the many links to the same page (fabricland.co.uk) 
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- link Facebook link directly to FabricLand’s page 

- eliminate links that lead to “nowhere” 

 

2. Homepage 

 -redesign webpage 

  put menu at the top and emphasize it 

  simplify 

  feature new fabrics 

  search engine option (?) 

 -implementation 

 

3. Overall Information Architecture 

 -revamp menu  

About Us (put history with this), Coupons, Fabrics, Paper Patterns, Photos, 

Help/FAQ, Contact 

-implementation 

 

4. Topic Page (Fabrics) 

 -design page 

  filter categories (information architecture)  

add e-commerce  

-implementation 

 

5. Topic Page (Paper Patterns) 

 -redesign topic page 

  printer-friendly patterns (complementary) 

  samples for purchase 
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  filter categories (information architecture) 

 -implementation 

 

6. Testing 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If there is time: 

7. Topic Page (Photos) 

 -design page 

  take photos from throughout the site and place them on this page 

 -implementation 

 

8. Create new social networking accounts for the company outside of Facebook and 

implement them into the website 

 

9. Design Ads 

 

10. Topic Page (Blog) 

 -design page 

 -implementation  

 

 


